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ABSTRACT

2

Establishing language relatedness by inferring phylogenetic trees
has been a topic of interest in the area of diachronic linguistics.
However, existing methods face meaning conflation deficiency due
to the usage of lexical similarity-based measures. In this paper, we
utilize fourteen linked Indian Wordnets to create inter-language
distances using our novel approach to compute ‘language distances’.
Our pilot study uses deep cross-lingual word embeddings to compute
inter-language distances and provide an effective distance matrix to
infer phylogenetic trees. We also develop a baseline method using
lexical similarity-based metrics for comparison and identify that
our approach produces better phylogenetic trees which club related
languages closer when compared to the baseline approach.

We build our dataset by Unicode offsetting the IndoWordnet data and
investigate language pairs for Indian languages namely Hindi (Hi),
Marathi (Mr), Konkani (Ko), Gujarati (Gu), Bengali (Bn), Oriya
(Or), Assamese (As), Punjabi (Pa), Sanskrit (Sa), Tamil (Ta), Telugu(Te), Malayam (Ml), Kannada (Kn), and Nepali (Ne). For building CWE using MUSE [8], we use sub-word information enriched
embeddings created using fastText [5]. Our corpora size ranges
from ~25K lines (Kn) to ~48124K lines (Hi). We use two different
approaches to construct the language distance matrix required by
UPGMA [11] method, as detailed below. As a baseline approach, we
use a weighted lexical similarity measure to calculate the distance
matrix. The average of word-pair distances provides us ‘synset distance’ and further averaging of parallel synset distances provides us
a baseline inter-language distance. Our novel approach computes
the angular cosine distance [6] between all word pairs belonging to the same synset in the common embedding space shared
by two languages. Thus, the average over the word-pair distances,
and further ‘synset distances’ provides us with a more effective
‘inter-language distance’. We use the UPGMA method to construct
phylogenetic tree (Figure 1) of all the language pairs.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Under the purview of diachronic linguistics, establishing relationships among languages which have been in contact for a long time
has been a topic of interest [7]. Previous literature focuses on the
reconstruction of phylogenetic trees for a language family using
manually curated word lists [1, 2, 10, 12] or using synthetic data [3].
Word lists based measures can calculate the inter-language distance,
but they use feature n-grams and cognates based methods which
do not take into account the semantics of a word. Inspired by the
recent trend in the usage of embeddings for estimating the semantics
of a word, this paper proposes to use deep cross-lingual word embeddings (CWE) [8] to find the inter-language distances based on
‘concepts’ or ‘synsets’ [4, 9]. We hypothesize ‘synset distance’ based
on wordnet data and utilize it to calculate ‘inter-language distance’.
We compute a distance matrix containing inter-language distances
and utilize this distance matrix build phylogenetic trees.
* We

DATASET AND APPROACHES

Figure 1: Resultant Tree Using Our Novel Approach
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for calculating the distance matrix used to create phylogenetic trees through UPGMA. We
hypothesize ‘synset distance’ from linked Wordnet data and successfully use it to calculate ‘inter-language distances’ for fourteen Indian
languages. We train deep cross-lingual word embeddings for every
language pair and use angular cosine distance to compute distance
matrices. We produce matrices using a baseline approach and our
novel approach and generate trees. We find that trees from our approach depict closeness in the languages better than the baseline and
release our code and dataset1 . In future, we would like to include
more language families and increase the corpora size along with
different cross-lingual embeddings to further substantiate our claim.
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